
This agreement is made on  ______ in the year ________ by and 
between ______________________ hereby referred to as the “Victim” and 
____________________ hereby referred to as “Hero.” In consideration of the mutual 
agreement made herein, both parties agree as follows:

THE RESCUE: The Hero agrees to protect and rescue the physical form of the Victim from 
current and future threats up to and including 10 minutes from the time of first contact. Upon 
completion of the rescue, The Hero will be allowed to promote him/herself via social me-
dia and the Hero’s personal website, using footage, images, audio files or any other media 
obtained during the rescue.

CONFIDENTIALITY: Depending on the nature of the work, The Victim may invoke the Code 
of Silence. It is completely within the Victims right, and based on the Hero’s Code, The Hero 
must comply with the Victims wishes.

PAYMENT: Victim agrees to pay the Hero half (50%) of the total rescue cost before any 
services are provided, and the remaining half (50%) is to be paid before any assailants are 
subdued completely. If the parameters of the rescue change, or if it involves more time and 
powers than estimated, Hero will inform Victim and they can renegotiate the Work’s cost. 
The Victim will not treat Designer as an employee for any purpose.

CANCELLATION: Both parties understand that Victim or Hero may terminate the service at 
any time if, for any reason, the relationship is deemed unsatisfactory by either party. Upon 
written or verbal cancellation, Victim is responsible for saving his/her own self. The Hero is 
no longer responsible for the Victim, and continuation of the rescue is at the Hero’s 
discretion. Should Victim cancel the rescue following its completion, Victim is responsible 
for full payment as per the agreement above. 

TERMS: Victim promises to pay for the services rendered by Designer for the Work as 
agreed upon. By signing below, Client agrees they have read, understood, and are consid-
ered legally bonded to these terms.

Victim signature & date:

_____________________________________       ________________________
Signature              Date
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